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 A NEWLY DISCOVERED TREATISE OF ARCHI
 MEDES.

 HEIBERG'S TRANSLATION FROM THE GREEK.i

 GREAT credit is due to Prof. J. L. Heiberg of the department of Classical Philology at the University
 of Copenhagen for bringing to light and making accessible
 to the mathematical world this interesting document from
 the hand of Archimedes. Professor Heiberg spent some
 time while in Constantinople in the summer of 1906 in
 deciphering the manuscript which was preserved there to
 gether with a thirteenth century Euchologion in the cloister
 of the Holy Sepulchre. The Archimedes manuscript is
 inscribed in the beautiful miniscule of the tenth century,
 and though greatly faded is not so obliterated but that it
 is to some extent legible with the aid of a magnifying lens.
 It includes a number of Archimedean fragments wrhich can
 be identified with references made by early mathematicians,
 but the most important discovery is that of the present
 treatise of which the restored text with philological notes

 was published in Hermes (XLII) preceded in a previous
 number by the German translation of Professor Heiberg
 wrhich also appeared in the Bibliotheca Mathematica (VIII)
 accompanied by an extensive commentary by Prof. H. G.
 Zeuthen of the Department of Mathematics at Copenhagen.
 The present version has been revised by Professor Heiberg
 and contains some deviations from the German translation

 1 English version translated from the German by Lydia G. Robinson.
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 A NEWLY DISCOVERED TREATISE OF ARCHIMEDES. 203

 which are the more matured result of a renewed perusal
 and more exact decipherment of the text.

 The treatise is rich in information with regard to the
 modus operandi of Archimedes and his general conception
 of mathematics as well as that of his predecessors. His
 style is so simple that where the text is complete the
 reader has no difficulty in understanding his clear expo
 sition. His train of thought is so easily followed that the
 smaller gaps in the text may be filled with almost absolute
 certainty and such restorations are here indicated by brack
 ets [] ; it is even possible to conjecture the probable main
 point of an occasional lost demonstration from a close
 perusal of those preceding and following it.
 ARCHIMEDES'S METHOD OF DERIVING GEOMETRICAL CON

 CLUSIONS FROM MECHANICAL PROPOSITIONS.

 ARCHIMEDES TO ERATOSTHENES, GREETING:
 Some time ago I sent you some theorems I had discovered,

 writing down only the propositions because I wished you to find
 their demonstrations which had not been given. The propositions
 of the theorems which I sent you were the following:

 1. If in a perpendicular prism with a parallelogram2 for base
 a cylinder is inscribed which has its bases in the opposite paral
 lelograms2 and its surface touching the other planes of the prism,
 and if a plane is passed through the center of the circle that is the
 base of the cylinder and one side of the square lying in the opposite
 plane, then that plane will cut off from the cylinder a section which
 is bounded by two planes, the intersecting plane and the one in
 which the base of the cylinder lies, and also by as much of the
 surface of the cylinder as lies between these same planes; and the
 detached section of the cylinder is % of the whole prism.

 2. If in a cube a cylinder is inscribed whose bases lie in oppo
 site parallelograms2 and whose surface touches the other four planes,
 and if in the same cube a second cylinder is inscribed whose bases
 lie in two other parallelograms2 and whose surface touches the
 four other planes, then the body enclosed by the surface of the
 cylinder and comprehended within both cylinders will be equal to
 % of the whole cube.

 2 This must mean a square.
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 204  THE MONIST.

 These propositions differ essentially from those formerly dis
 covered ; for then we compared those bodies (conoids, spheroids
 and their segments) with the volume of cones and cylinders but none
 of them was found to be equal to a body enclosed by planes. Each
 of these bodies, on the other hand, which are enclosed by two planes
 and cylindrical surfaces is found to be equal to a body enclosed
 by planes. The demonstration of these propositions I am accordingly
 sending to you in this book.

 Since I see, however, as I have previously said, that you are
 a capable scholar and a prominent teacher of philosophy, and also
 that you understand how to value a mathematical method of in
 vestigation when the opportunity is offered, I have thought it well
 to analyze and lay down for you in this same book a peculiar method
 by means of which it will be possible for you to derive instruction
 as to how certain mathematical questions may be investigated by
 means of mechanics. And I am convinced that this is equally profit
 able in demonstrating a proposition itself ; for much that was made
 evident to me through the medium of mechanics was later proved
 by means of geometry because the treatment by the former method
 had not yet been established by way of a demonstration. For of
 course it is easier to establish a proof if one has in this way pre
 viously obtained a conception of the questions, than for him to seek it
 without such a preliminary notion. Thus in the familiar propositions
 the demonstrations of which Eudoxos was the first to discover,
 namely that a cone and a pyramid are one third the size of that
 cylinder and prism respectively that have the same base and alti
 tude, no little credit is due to Democritos who was the first to make
 that statement about these bodies without any demonstration. But
 we are in a position to have found the present proposition in the
 same way as the earlier one ; and I have decided to write down and
 make known the method partly because we have already talked
 about it heretofore and so no one would think that we were spread
 ing abroad idle talk, and partly in the conviction that by this means
 we are obtaining no slight advantage for mathematics, for indeed
 I assume that some one among the investigators of to-day or in the
 future will discover by the method here set forth still other propo
 sitions which have not yet occurred to us.

 In the first place we will now explain what was also first made
 clear to us through mechanics, namely that a segment of a parabola
 is % of the triangle possessing the same base and equal altitude ;
 following which we will explain in order the particular propositions
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 A NEWLY DISCOVERED TREATISE OF ARCHIMEDES. 20$

 discovered by the above mentioned method; and in the last part
 of the book we will present the geometrical demonstrations of the
 propositions.4

 1. If one magnitude is taken away from another magnitude and
 the same point is the center of gravity both of the whole and of the
 part removed, then the same point is the center of gravity of the
 remaining portion.

 2. If one magnitude is taken away from another magnitude and
 the center of gravity of the whole and of the part removed is not
 the same point, the center of gravity of the remaining portion may
 be found by prolonging the straight line which connects the centers
 of gravity of the whole and of the part removed, and setting off
 upon it another straight line which bears the same ratio to the
 straignt line between the aforesaid centers of gravity, as the weight
 of the magnitude which has been taken away bears to the weight
 of the one remaining [De plan, aequil. I, 8].

 3. If the centers of gravity of any number of magnitudes lie
 upon the same straight line, then will the center of gravity of all the
 magnitudes combined lie also upon the same straight line [Cf. ibid.
 i. si

 4. The center of gravity of a straight line is the center of that
 line [Cf. ibid. I, 4].

 5. The center of gravity of a triangle is the point in which the
 straight lines drawn from the angles of a triangle to the centers of
 the opposite sides intersect [Ibid. I, 14].

 6. The center of gravity of a parallelogram is the point where
 its diagonals meet [Ibid. I, io].

 7. The center of gravity [of a circle] is the center [of that
 circle].

 8. The center of gravity of a cylinder [is the center of its axis].
 9. The center of gravity of a prism is the center of its axis.
 10. The center of gravity of a cone so divides its axis that the

 section at the vertex is three times as great as the remainder.
 11. Moreover together with the exercise here laid down I will

 make use of the following proposition:
 If any number of magnitudes stand in the same ratio to the

 same number of other magnitudes which correspond pair by pair,
 and if either all or some of the former magnitudes stand in any

 * Tn his "Commentar," Professor Zeuthen calls attention to the fact that
 it was already known from Heron's recently discovered Metrica that these
 propositions were contained in this treatise, and Professor Heiberg made the
 same comment in Hermes.-Tr.
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 ratio whatever to other magnitudes, and the latter in the same ratio
 to the corresponding ones, then the sum of the magnitudes of the
 first series will bear the same ratio to the sum of those taken from
 the third series as the sum of those of the second series bears to
 the sum of those taken from the fourth series [De Conoid. I].

 Let a y [Fig. i] be the segment of a parabola bounded by the
 straight line ay and the parabola a y. Let ay be bisected at 8, S e
 being parallel to the diameter, and draw a , and y. Then the
 segment a y will be % as great as the triangle a y.

 From the points a and y draw af 11 S e, and the tangent yf ;
 produce [y to K, and

 r make KO = y/c]. Think of

 in a corollary, [cf. Quadr. parab. 5]), ya:a j = yK: KV; and y/< = K0,
 therefore OK : KV = JL : jo- And because v is the center of gravity of
 the straight line since nv = v , then if we make Tq = o and 0 as
 its center of gravity so that r0 = 0rj, the straight line TOYJ will be in
 equilibrium with /A| in its present position because Ov is divided in
 inverse proportion to the weights rrj and and OK : KV = p : TJT ; there
 fore K is the center of gravity of the combined weight of the two.
 In the same way all straight lines drawn in the triangle fay||cS are
 in their present positions in equilibrium with their parts cut off by
 the parabola, when these are transferred to 0, so that K is the center
 of gravity of the combined weight of the two. And because the
 triangle yfa consists of the straight lines in the triangle yfa and the

 I.

 y son and because fa and
 ju ||e8, /JLV = V$, and f* =
 Ka. And because yalal
 = /x : io ( for this is shown

 yO as a scale-beam with
 the center at #c and let fi

 be any straight line what
 ever 11 c8. Now since y a
 is a parabola, yf a tan
 gent and yS an ordinate,
 then e = S ; for this in
 deed has been proved in
 the Elements [i. e., of
 conic sections, cf. Quadr.
 parab. 2]. For this rea

 Fig. 1.
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 segment a y consists of those straight lines within the segment of
 the parabola corresponding to the straight line |o, therefore the
 triangle fay in its present position will be in equilibrium at the
 point K with the parabola-segment when this is transferred to 0 as
 its center of gravity, so that K is the center of gravity of the combined
 weights of the two. Now let y* be so divided at x that y* = 3*x;
 then x wih1 be the center of gravity of the triangle afy, for this
 has been shown in the Statics [cf. De plan, aequil. I, 15, p. 186,
 3 with Eutokios, S. 320, 5 .]. Now the triangle fay in its present
 position is in equilibrium at the point K with the segment ay when
 this is transferred to 6 as its center of gravity, and the center of
 gravity of the triangle fay is x ; hence triangle af y : segm. a y when
 transferred to 0 as its center of gravity =0K:KX- But 0K = 3*X;
 hence also triangle af y = 3 segm. a y. But it is also true that triangle

 y = 4Aa y because K = K<L and a8 = 8y; hence segm. a y = % the
 triangle a y. This is of course clear.

 It is true that this is not proved by what we have said here ;
 but it indicates that the result is correct. And so, as we have just
 seen that it has not been proved but rather conjectured that the
 result is correct we have devised a geometrical demonstration which
 we made known some time ago and will again bring forward
 farther on.

 II.

 That a sphere is four times as large as a cone whose base is
 equal to the largest circle of the sphere and whose altitude is equal
 to the radius of the sphere, and that a cylinder whose base is equal
 to the largest circle of the sphere and whose altitude is equal to the
 diameter of the circle is one and a half times as large as the sphere,
 may be seen by the present method in the following way:

 Let a yS [Fig. 2] be the largest circle of a sphere and ay and S
 its diameters perpendicular to each other ; let there be in the sphere
 a circle on the diameter $ perpendicular to the circle a y8, and
 on this perpendicular circle let there be a cone erected with its
 vertex at a; producing the convex surface of the cone, let it be
 cut through y by a plane parallel to its base ; the result will be the
 circle perpendicular to ay whose diameter will be ef. On this
 circle erect a cylinder whose axis = ay and whose vertical bound
 aries are cA and fr?. Produce ya making a0 = ya and think of yO as
 a scale-beam with its center at a. Then let /xv be any straight line
 whatever drawn \\ S intersecting the circle a yS in | and oy the
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 diameter ay in a, the straight line ac in ir and af in p, and on the
 straight line fiv construct a plane perpendicular to ay ; it will inter
 sect the cylinder in a circle on the diameter fiv ; the sphere a yS, in
 a circle on the diameter o ; the cone acf in a circle on the diameter
 irp. Now because ya X aa = fia X OTT ( for ay = cr/*, a<7 = ira) , and ya X
 acr = a 2 = cr2 + <77r2 then /ACT X OTT = |<r2 + OTT2. Moreover, because ya : aa

 = ia'.air and ya = a$, there
 fore Ba '. aa = fia. air - fia2 :
 na x air- But it has been
 proved that ia2 + air2 = fiaX
 air ; hence aB : aa-fia2 *|<72+
 air2> But it is true that
 fia2 \ ia2 + air2 = fiv2 : $o2 +

 Trp2 = the circle in the cyl
 inder whose diameter is
 fiv: the circle in the cone

 whose diameter is irp + the
 circle in the sphere whose
 diameter is |o; hence Ba:
 aa = the circle in the cyl
 inder : the circle in the
 sphere + the circle in the

 cone. Therefore the circle in the cylinder in its present position
 will be in equilibrium at the point a with the two circles whose
 diameters are o and irp, if they are so transferred to B that B is the
 center of gravity of both. In the same way it can be shown that
 when another straight line is drawn in the parallelogram \ 11 cf,
 and upon it a plane is erected perpendicular to ay, the circle pro
 duced in the cylinder in its present position will be in equilibrium
 at the point a with the two circles produced in the sphere and the
 cone when they are transferred and so arranged on the scale-beam
 at the point B that B is the center of gravity of both. Therefore
 if cylinder, sphere and cone are filled up with such circles then the
 cylinder in its present position will be in equilibrium at the point a
 with the sphere and the cone together, if they are transferred and
 so arranged on the scale-beam at the point B that B is the center of
 gravity of both. Now since the bodies we have mentioned are in
 equilibrium, the cylinder with K as its center of gravity, the sphere
 and the cone transferred as we have said so that they have B as
 center of gravity, then Ba : a* = cylinder : sphere + cone. But Ba
 2a/c, and hence also the cylinder = 2 x (sphere + cone). But it is also

 Fig. 2.
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 true that the cylinder =3 cones [Euclid, Elem. XII, io], hence 3
 cones = 2 cones + 2 spheres. If 2 cones be subtracted from both
 sides, then the cone whose axes form the triangle acf, = 2 spheres.
 But the cone whose axes form the triangle acf = 8 cones whose axes
 form the triangle a/38 because cf = 2/38, hence the aforesaid 8 cones
 = 2 spheres. Consequently the sphere whose greatest circle is a y$
 is four times as large as the cone with its vertex at a, and whose
 base is the circle on the diameter S perpendicular to ay.

 Draw the straight lines <l> x and i /S< \\ay through and 8 in
 the parallelogram Af and imagine a cylinder whose bases are the
 circles on the diameters <f>\p and x< and whose axis is ay. Now
 since the cylinder whose axes form the parallelogram < >w is twice
 as large as the cylinder whose axes form the parallelogram < >8 and
 the latter is three times as large as the cone the triangle of whose
 axes is a/38, as is shown in the Elements [Euclid, Elem. XII, io], the
 cylinder whose axes form the parallelogram < w is six times as large
 as the cone whose axes form the triangle a/38. But it was shown
 that the sphere whose largest circle is a y8 is four times as large
 as the same cone, consequently the cylinder is one and one half
 times as large as the sphere, Q. E. D.

 After I had thus perceived that a sphere is four times as large
 as the cone whose base is the largest circle of the sphere and whose
 altitude is equal to its radius, it occurred to me that the surface of
 a sphere is four times as great as its largest circle, in which I pro
 ceeded from the idea that just as a circle is equal to a triangle whose
 base is the periphery of the circle and whose altitude is equal to
 its radius, so a sphere is equal to a cone whose base is the same as
 the surface of the sphere and whose altitude is equal to the radius
 of the sphere.

 III.

 By this method it may also be seen that a cylinder whose base
 is equal to the largest circle of a spheroid and whose altitude is
 equal to the axis of the spheroid, is one and one half times as large
 as the spheroid, and when this is recognized it becomes clear that
 if a spheroid is cut through its center by a plane perpendicular to
 its axis, one-half of the spheroid is twice as great as the cone whose
 base is that of the segment and its axis the same.

 For let a spheroid be cut by a plane through its axis and let
 there be in its surface an ellipse a yS [Fig. 3] whose diameters are
 ay and 08 and whose center is K and let there be a circle in the
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 spheroid on the diameter 8 perpendicular to ay; then imagine a
 cone whose base is the same circle but whose vertex is at a, and
 producing its surface, let the cone be cut by a plane through y
 parallel to the base ; the intersection will be a circle perpendicular
 to ay with cf as its diameter. Now imagine a cylinder whose base
 is the same circle with the diameter cf and whose axis is ay; let ya
 be produced so that a0 = ya; think of Oy as a scale-beam with its
 center at a and in the parallelogram Af draw a straight line xv 11 cf,
 and on /xv construct a plane perpendicular to ay ; this will intersect
 the cylinder in a circle whose diameter is /xv, the spheroid in a circle
 whose diameter is o and the cone in a circle whose diameter is
 np. Because ya : ao- = ca : air = pa : OTT, and ya = aO, therefore Ba : aa =
 fia : <T7T. But /XO* : <T7T = fl(T2 JLC X (77T and fX(T X (TIT ~ 7T(T2 + 0"|2> for aCT X (Ty '.

 (T^2 = aKXKy:K 2 = aK2:K 2 (for both ratios are equal to the ratio
 between the diameter and the

 parameter [Apollonius, Con.
 I, 21]) = au2 : o-TT2, therefore
 aa-2 '. acrXoy - ira2 \ <r 2 = air2 \

 OTT x 7Tju, consequently WT X TT<J
 = <r 2- If Tra2 is added to both
 sides then /xor x vir = ira2 + a 2.
 Therefore 6a\aa = /xe2: 7ro-2 +
 (T$2. But /xa2 : <r 2 + aw2 = the
 circle in the cylinder whose
 diameter is iv : the circle with
 the diameter o + the circle
 with the diameter irp\ hence
 the circle whose diameter is
 fiv will in its present position
 be in equilibrium at the point
 a with the two circles whose

 diameters are o and wp when they are transferred and so arranged
 on the scale-beam at the point a that 6 is the center of gravity of
 both ; and 6 is the center of gravity of the two circles combined
 whose diameters are o and irp when their position is changed,
 hence 0a:a<r = the circle with the diameter /xv:the two circles whose
 diameters are o and irp. In the same way it can be shown that
 if another straight line is drawn in the parallelogram Af ll cf and on
 this line last drawn a plane is constructed perpendicular to ay, then
 likewise the circle produced in the cylinder will in its present posi
 tion be in equilibrium at the point a with the two circles combined
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 which have been produced in the spheroid and in the cone respec
 tively when they are so transferred to the point 6 on the scale-beam
 that 0 is the center of gravity of both. Then if cylinder, spheroid
 and cone are filled with such circles, the cylinder in its present posi
 tion will be in equilibrium at the point a with the spheroid + the
 cone if they are transferred and so arranged on the scale-beam at
 the point a that 6 is the center of gravity of both. Now K is the
 center of gravity of the cylinder, but 0, as has been said, is the
 center of gravity of the spheroid and cone together. Therefore
 Oa:aK- cylinder : spheroid + cone. But ad = 2a#c, hence also the
 cylinder = 2x (spheroid + cone) = 2 x spheroid + 2 xcone. But the
 cylinder = 3 x cone, hence 3 x cone = 2 x cone + 2 x spheroid. Subtract
 2 x cone from both sides ; then a cone whose axes form the triangle
 aef = 2 x spheroid. But the same cone = 8 cones whose axes form
 the Aa o; hence 8 such cones = 2 x spheroid, 4X cone = spheroid;
 whence it follows that a spheroid is four times as great as a cone
 whose vertex is at a, and whose base is the circle on the diameter

 S perpendicular to Ac, and one-half the spheroid is twice as great
 as the same cone.

 In the parallelogram Af draw the straight lines < x and 11 ay
 through the points and 8 and imagine a cylinder whose bases
 are the circles on the diameters <t>\j/ and x^, and whose axis is ay.
 Now since the cylinder whose axes form the parallelogram c/>w is
 twice as great as the cylinder whose axes form the parallelogram
 <f>S because their bases are equal but the axis of the first is twice as
 great as the axis of the second, and since the cylinder whose axes
 form the parallelogram c/>8 is three times as great as the cone whose
 vertex is at a and whose base is the circle on the diameter o per
 pendicular to ay, then the cylinder whose axes form the parallelo
 gram cW is six times as great as the aforesaid cone. But it has
 been shown that the spheroid is four times as great as the same
 cone, hence the cylinder is one and one half times as great as the
 spheroid. Q. E. D.

 iv.

 That a segment of a right conoid cut by a plane perpendicular
 to its axis is one and one half times as great as the cone having
 the same base and axis as the segment, can be proved by the same
 method in the following way :

 Let a right conoid be cut through its axis by a plane inter
 secting the surface in a parabola a y [Fig. 4] ; let it be also cut
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 by another plane perpendicular to the axis, and let their common
 line of intersection be y. Let the axis of the segment be 8a and
 let it be produced to 6 so that 6a = aS- Now imagine 80 to be a
 scale-beam with its center at a ; let the base of the segment be the
 circle on the diameter y perpendicular to a8 ; imagine a cone whose
 base is the circle on the diameter y, and whose vertex is at a.
 Imagine also a cylinder whose base is the circle on the diameter y
 and its axis a8, and in the parallelogram let a straight line iv be
 drawn 11 y and on iv construct a plane perpendicular to ah ; it will
 intersect the cylinder in a circle whose diameter is iv, and the seg
 ment of the right conoid in a circle whose diameter is o. Now
 since ay is a parabola, a8 its diameter and ia and B its ordinates,
 then [Quadr. parab. 3] 8a : aa = 082 : cr2. But 8a = a0, therefore
 6a : aa = io-2 : ai2. But ia2 : ai2 = the circle in the cylinder whose
 diameter is iv : the circle in the segment of the right conoid whose

 its position is changed, is 6, and we have the inverse proportion,
 6a : aa = the circle with the diameter iv : the circle with the diameter

 io. In the same way it can be shown that if another straight line
 be drawn in the parallelogram cy 11 y the circle formed in the
 cylinder, will in its present position be in equilibrium at the point a
 with that formed in the segment of the right conoid if the latter
 is so transferred to 6 on the scale-beam that 6 is its center of grav
 ity. Therefore if the cylinder and the segment of the right conoid
 are filled up then the cylinder in its present position will be in
 equilibrium at the point a with the segment of the right conoid if
 the latter is transferred and so arranged on the scale-beam at 6 that
 6 is its center of gravity. And since these magnitudes are in equi

 Fig. L

 diameter is $0, hence 0a:acr = the
 circle with the diameter iv : the
 circle with the diameter 0 ; there
 fore the circle in the cylinder
 whose diameter is iv is in its
 present position, in equilibrium
 at the point a with the circle
 whose diameter is $0 if this be
 transferred and so arranged on
 the scale-beam at 6 that 0 is its
 center of gravity. And the cen
 ter of gravity of the circle whose
 diameter is xv is at a, that of the
 circle whose diameter is io when
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 librium at a, and K is the center of gravity of the cylinder, if a8 is
 bisected at K and 0 is the center of gravity of the segment trans
 ferred to that point, then we have the inverse proportion 0a:a* =
 cylinder : segment. But 6a = 2aK and also the cylinder = 2 x segment.
 But the same cylinder is 3 times as great as the cone whose base is
 the circle on the diameter y and whose vertex is at a ; therefore it
 is clear that the segment is one and one half times as great as the
 same cone.

 v.

 That the center of gravity of a segment of a right conoid which
 is cut off by a plane perpendicular to the axis, lies on the straight
 line which is the axis of the segment divided in such a way that
 the portion at the vertex is twice as great as the remainder, may
 be perceived by our method in
 the following way:

 Let a segment of a right
 conoid cut off by a plane per
 pendicular to the axis be cut by
 another plane through the axis,
 and let the intersection in its sur

 face be the parabola a y [Fig. 5]
 and let the common line of inter

 section of the plane which cut off
 the segment and of the intersect
 ing plane be y; let the axis of
 the segment and the diameter of
 the parabola a y be aS ; produce
 8a so that aO = aS and imagine 80
 to be a scale-beam with its center

 at a ; then inscribe a cone in the segment with the lateral boundaries
 a and ay and in the parabola draw a straight line io 11 y and let

 it cut the parabola in i and o and the lateral boundaries of the cone
 in 7T and p. Now because ia and 08 are drawn perpendicular to the
 diameter of the parabola, 8a : aa = 082 : ia2 [Quadr. parab. 3]. But
 8a : ao- = 08 : wa = 082 : 08 x wa, therefore also 082 : ia2 = 082 : 08 x wa.
 Consequently o-2 = 08 x wa and 08 : ia = ia : wa, therefore 08:77-0-=
 ia2 : (TIT2. But 08 : wa = 8a : ao- = Oa : ao-, therefore also Oa:aa = fa2 : aw2.
 On io construct a plane perpendicular to a8; this will intersect the
 segment of the right conoid in a circle whose diameter is io and the
 cone in a circle whose diameter is wp. Now because Oa'.aa-ia2: aw2
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 and a2 : cm2 = the circle with the diameter o : the circle with the
 diameter np, therefore 6a : ao-=the circle whose diameter is jo : the circle
 whose diameter is np. Therefore the circle whose diameter is o
 will in its present position be in equilibrium at the point a with the
 circle whose diameter is np when this is so transferred to 6 on the
 scale-beam that 6 is its center of gravity. Now since a is the center
 of gravity of the circle whose diameter is $o in its present position,
 and 6 is the center of gravity of the circle whose diameter is np
 if its position is changed as we have said, and inversely 0a : ao- = the
 circle with the diameter o : the circle with the diameter np, then
 the circles are in equilibrium at the point a. In the same way it
 can be shown that if another straight line is drawn in the parabola
 11 y and on this line last drawn a plane is constructed perpendicular
 to ao, the circle formed in the segment of the right conoid will in
 its present position be in equilibrium at the point a with the circle
 formed in the cone, if the latter is transferred and so arranged on
 the scale-beam at 6 that 6 is its center of gravity. Therefore if the
 segment and the cone are filled up with circles, all circles in the
 segment will be in their present positions in equilibrium at the point
 a with all circles of the cone if the latter are transferred and so ar

 ranged on the scale-beam at the point 6 that 6 is their center of
 gravity. Therefore also the segment of the right conoid in its
 present position will be in equilibrium at the point a with the cone if
 it is transferred and so arranged on the scale-beam at 6 that 6 is its
 center of gravity. Now because the center of gravity of both mag
 nitudes taken together is a, but that of the cone alone when its
 position is changed is 6, then the center of gravity of the remaining
 magnitude lies on a6 extended towards a if a#c is cut off in such a
 way that a6:aK = segment : cone. But the segment is one and one
 half the size of the cone, consequently a6 = %<wc and K, the center of
 gravity of the right conoid, so divides aS that the portion at the
 vertex of the segment is twice as large as the remainder.

 vi.

 [The center of gravity of a hemisphere is so divided on its
 axis] that the portion near the surface of the hemisphere is in the
 ratio of 5:3 to the remaining portion.

 Let a sphere be cut by a plane through its center intersecting
 the surface in the circle a yB [Fig.6],ay and S being two diameters
 of the circle perpendicular to each other. Let a plane be con
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 structed on 08 perpendicular to ay. Then imagine a cone whose base
 is the circle with the diameter 08, whose vertex is at a and its
 lateral boundaries are a and a8 ; let ya be produced so that aO = ya,
 imagine the straight line Oy to be a scale-beam with its center at a
 and in the semi-circle 0a8 draw a straight line o 11 08 ; let it cut
 the circumference of the semicircle in $ and o, the lateral boundaries
 of the cone in w and p, and ay in c. On o construct a plane perpen
 dicular to ac; it will intersect the hemisphere in a circle with the
 diameter o, and the cone in a circle with the diameter wp. Now
 because ay : ac = a2 : ac2 and a2 = ac2 + c 2 and ac = ew, therefore ay : ac
 = c2 + C7T2 : C7T2. But |c2 + C7T2 : C7T2 = the circle with the diameter o-f

 the circle with the diameter wp : the circle with the diameter wp, and
 ya = aO, hence Oa : ac = the circle with the diameter o + the circle with
 the diameter wp : circle with the diameter wp.
 Therefore the two circles whose diameters
 are o and wp in their present position are in
 equilibrium at the point a with the circle
 whose diameter is wp if it is transferred and
 so arranged at 0 that 0 is its center of gravity.
 Now since the center of gravity of the two
 circles whose diameters are o and wp in their
 present position [is the point c, but of the
 circle whose diameter is wp when its position
 is changed is the point 0, then Oa : ac = the
 circles whose diameters are] o [, wp: the
 circle whose diameter is wp. In the same
 way if another straight line in the] hemi
 sphere 0a8 [is drawn 1108 and a plane is
 constructed] perpendicular to [ay the] two pig. g#
 [circles produced in the cone and in the hemi
 sphere are in their position] in equilibrium at a [with the circle
 which is produced in the cone] if it is transferred and arranged on
 the scale at 0. [Now if] the hemisphere and the cone [are filled
 up with circles then all circles in the] hemisphere and those [in the
 cone] will in their present position be in equilibrium [with all
 circles] in the cone, if these are transferred and so arranged on the
 scale-beam at 0 that 0 is their center of gravity; [therefore the
 hemisphere and cone also] are in their position [in equilibrium at
 the point a] with the cone if it is transferred and so arranged [on
 the scale-beam at 0] that 0 is its center of gravity.

 y
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 VII.

 By [this method] it may also be perceived that [any segment
 whatever] of a sphere bears the same ratio to a cone having the
 same [base] and axis [that the radius of the sphere + the axis of the
 opposite segment : the axis of the opposite segment].
 and [Fig. 7] on pv construct a plane perpendicular to ay; it will
 intersect the cylinder in a circle whose diameter is pv, the segment
 of the sphere in a circle whose diameter is |o and the cone whose
 base is the circle on the diameter cf and whose vertex is at a in

 a circle whose diameter
 & is 7770. In the same way

 as before it may be
 shown that a circle whose
 diameter is pv is in its
 present position in equi
 librium at a with the two

 circles [whose diameters
 are $0 and np if they are
 so arranged on the scale
 beam that 0 is their cen

 ter of gravity. [And the
 same can be proved of
 all corresponding cir

 / cles.] Now since cylin
 der, cone, and spherical
 segment are filled up

 p-g 7 with such circles, the
 cylinder in its present

 position [will be in equilibrium at a] with the cone + the spherical
 segment if they are transferred and attached to the scale-beam at 6.
 Divide ar) at <f> and x so that ax = xn an<l *7< > = Vsact> \ then x will be the
 center of gravity of the cylinder because it is the center of the axis
 ar . Now because the above mentioned bodies are in equilibrium
 at a, cylinder : cone with the diameter of its base cf + the spherical
 segment ao = 0a:ax. And because tja = 37$ then [yr)Xr)$]=1/zar)Xrry.
 Therefore also yr) x r)<f> = Ys r)2.

 vila.

 In the same way it may be perceived that any segment of an
 ellipsoid cut off by a perpendicular plane, bears the same ratio to
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 a cone having the same base and the same axis, as half of the axis
 of the ellipsoid + the axis of the opposite segment bears to the axis
 of the opposite segment.

 VIII.

 produce ay [Fig. 8] making aO = ay and y j = the radius of the sphere ;
 imagine yO to be a scale-beam with a center at a, and in the plane
 cutting off the segment inscribe a circle with its center at r and its
 radius = ar;; on this circle construct a cone with its vertex at a and
 its lateral boundaries ac and af. Then draw a straight line KA| I cf ;
 let it cut the circumference of the
 segment at K and A, the lateral bound
 aries of the cone acf at p and o and ay
 at 7T. Now because ay : air = a*2 : a7r2
 and Ka2 = a?r2 + WK2 and a?r2 = wo2 ( since

 also ar/2 = cr/2), then ya : air = KIT2 + ITO2 *.
 OTT2. But KIT2 + Tro2 : wo2 = the circle
 with the diameter K\ + the circle with

 the diameter op:the circle with the
 diameter op and ya = a0; therefore
 Ba: air = the circle with the diameter
 K + the circle with the diameter op:
 the circle with the diameter op. Now ?
 since the circle with the diameter K\ +
 the circle with the diameter op : the
 circle with the diameter op = aB:iray
 let the circle with the diameter op be
 transferred and so arranged on the
 scale-beam at B that B is its center of Fig. 8.
 gravity; then 0a:a7r = the circle with
 the diameter #cA+ the circle with the diameter op in their present
 positions : the circle with the diameter op if it is transferred and
 so arranged on the scale-beam at B that B is its center of gravity.
 Therefore the circles in the segment ah and in the cone acf are in
 equilibrium at a with that in the cone acf. And in the same way
 all circles in the segment aS and in the cone acf in their present
 positions are in equilibrium at the point a with all circles in the
 cone acf if they are transferred and so arranged on the scale-beam
 at B that B is their center of gravity ; then also the spherical segment

 ut
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 a S and the cone acf in their present positions are in equilibrium
 at the point a with the cone caf if it is transferred and so arranged
 on the scale-beam at 0 that 6 is its center of gravity. Let the cyl
 inder xv equal the cone whose base is the circle with the diameter
 cf and whose vertex is at a and let ar be so divided at </> that ar = 4<t>r ;
 then c/> is the center of gravity of the cone caf as has been previously
 proved. Moreover let the cylinder xv be so cut by a perpendicularly
 intersecting plane that the cylinder x is in equilibrium with the
 cone caf. Now since the segment a o + the cone caf in their present
 positions are in equilibrium at a with the cone caf if it is trans
 ferred and so arranged on the scale-beam at 6 that 0 is its center
 of gravity, and cylinder xv = cone caf and the two cylinders LL + V
 are moved to 0 and LIV is in equilibrium with both bodies, then will
 also the cylinder v be in equilibrium with the segment of the sphere
 at the point a. And since the spherical segment ah : the cone whose
 base is the circle with the diameter 8, and whose vertex is at a =
 fy:r y (for this has previously been proved [De sph. et cyl. II, 2
 Coroll.]) and cone a8 : cone caf = the circle with the diameter
 S : the circle with the diameter cf = rj2 : r e2f and rf = yrj x rja,

 r e2 = r a2, and yrjxrja: rja2 = yyj : rja, therefore cone aS : cone caf =
 yrj'.rja. But we have shown that cone aS : segment ao = yrj:rj ,
 hence Si aov segment aS : cone caf = fy: rja. And because ax'-xo^
 rja + 4rjy : ar + 2rjy so inversely rjx xa - 2yy + Va : Ayn + Va and by addi
 tion rja : ax = 6yr + 2Va : Va + Avy- But Y)$ = % (&ny + 2rja) and y<f> P=
 V (AVY + Va) j f r tnat *s evident. Hence r a:ax = in: consequently
 also fy : ya = y<l> : xa- But it was also demonstrated that fy: rja = the
 segment whose vertex is at a and whose base is the circle with the
 diameter 8 : the cone whose vertex is at a and whose base is the
 circle with the diameter cf; hence segment aS : cone caf = yc>:xa.
 And since the cylinder x is in equilibrium with the cone caf at a, and 0
 is the center of gravity of the cylinder while <f> is that of the cone
 caf, then cone caf : cylinder LL = 6a : a<f> = ya : ac/>. But cylinder xv
 cone caf ; hence by subtraction, cylinder x : cylinder v = a<t>: yc/>. And
 cylinder xv = cone caf ; hence cone caf : cylinder v = ya : y<f> = Ba : yc/>.
 But it was also demonstrated that segment aS : cone caf = y<j>:xa;
 hence 8Y aov segment a& : cylinder v = fa : ax- And it was demon
 strated that segment aS is in equilibrium at a with the cylinder v
 and 6 is the center of gravity of the cylinder v, consequently the
 point x is also the center of gravity of the segment ao.
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 IX.

 In a similar way it can also be perceived that the center o grav
 ity of any segment of an ellipsoid lies on the straight line which is
 the axis of the segment so divided that the portion at the vertex
 of the segment bears the same ratio to the remaining portion as the
 axis of the segment +4 times the axis of the opposite segment
 bears to the axis of the segment + twice the axis of the opposite
 segment.

 x.

 It can also be seen by this method that [a segment of a hyper
 boloid] bears the same ratio to a cone having the same base and axis
 as the segment, that the axis of the segment + 3 times the addition
 to the axis bears to the axis of the segment of the hyperboloid + twice
 its addition [De Conoid. 25] ; and that the center of gravity of the
 hyperboloid so divides the axis that the part at the vertex bears the
 same ratio to the rest that three times the axis + eight times the
 addition to the axis bears to the axis of the hyperboloid + 4 times
 the addition to the axis, and many other points which I will leave
 aside since the method has been made clear by the examples already
 given and only the demonstrations of the above given theorems re
 main to be stated.

 xi.

 When in a perpendicular prism with square bases a cylinder is
 inscribed whose bases lie in opposite squares and whose curved
 surface touches the four other parallelograms, and when a plane is
 passed through the center of the circle which is the base of the
 cylinder and one side of the opposite square, then the body which
 is cut off by this plane [from the cylinder] will be % of the entire
 prism. This can be perceived through the present method and
 when it is so warranted we will pass over to the geometrical proof
 of it.

 Imagine a perpendicular prism with square bases and a cyl
 inder inscribed in the prism in the way we have described. Let the
 prism be cut through the axis by a plane perpendicular to the plane
 which cuts off the section of the cylinder; this will intersect the
 prism containing the cylinder in the parallelogram a [Fig. 9] and
 the common intersecting line of the plane which cuts off the section
 of the cylinder and the plane lying through the axis perpendicular
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 to the one cutting off the section of the cylinder will be y ; let the
 axis of the cylinder and the prism be y8 which is bisected at right
 angles by cf and on cf let a plane be constructed perpendicular to
 yo. This will intersect the prism in a square and the cylinder in a
 circle.

 Now let the intersection of the prism be the square /xv [Fig. io],
 that of the cylinder, the circle owp and let the circle touch the sides
 of the square at the points , o, TT and p; let the common line of
 intersection of the plane cutting off the cylinder-section and that
 passing through cf perpendicular to the axis of the cylinder, be K\ ;
 this line is bisected by wB . In the semicircle oirp draw a straight
 line or perpendicular to 7rx, on or construct a plane perpendicular
 to TT and produce it to both sides of the plane enclosing the circle
 fo7rp; this will intersect the half-cylinder whose base is the semi
 circle oirp and whose altitude is the axis of the prism, in a parallelo
 gram one side of which = OT and the other = the vertical boundary
 of the cylinder, and it will intersect the cylinder-section likewise
 in a parallelogram of which one side is or and the other w [Fig. 9] ;
 and accordingly vu will be drawn in the parallelogram 8c 11 0<o and
 will cut off ct = 7TX Now because cy is a parallelogram and vt 11 By,
 and c0 and y cut the parallels, therefore c0 : Bi = coy : yv - o> : w. But

 a> : w = parallelogram in the half-cylinder : parallelogram in the
 cylinder-section, therefore both parallelograms have the same side
 OT; and C0 = 0TT, IB = XB; and since ?r0 = 0 therefore B^:Bx = paral
 lelogram in half-cylinder : parallelogram in the cylinder-section.
 Imagine the parallelogram in the cylinder-section transferred and
 so brought to | that is its center of gravity, and further imagine
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 ni to be a scale-beam with its center at B ; then the parallelogram in
 the half-cylinder in its present position is in equilibrium at the
 point B with the parallelogram in the cylinder-section when it is trans
 ferred and so arranged on the scale-beam at i that i is its center of
 gravity. And since x is the center of gravity in the parallelogram
 in the half-cylinder, and i that of the parallelogram in the cylinder
 section when its position is changed, and iB:B\ = the parallelogram
 whose center of gravity is x . the parallelogram whose center of
 gravity is , then the parallelogram whose center of gravity is x
 will be in equilibrium at B with the parallelogram whose center of
 gravity is i. In this way it can be proved that if another straight
 line is drawn in the semicircle onp perpendicular to nd and on this
 straight line a plane is constructed perpendicular to nB and is pro
 duced towards both sides of the plane in which the circle ionp lies,
 then the parallelogram formed in the half-cylinder in its present
 position will be in equilibrium at the point B with the parallelogram
 formed in the cylinder-section if this is transferred and so arranged
 on the scale-beam at i that i is its center of gravity ; therefore also
 all parallelograms in the half-cylinder in their present positions will
 be in equilibrium at the point B with all parallelograms of the
 cylinder-section if they are transferred and attached to the scale-beam
 at the point i; consequently also the half-cylinder in its present
 position will be in equilibrium at the point B with the cylinder
 section if it is transferred and so arranged on the scale-beam at i
 that i is its center of gravity.

 XII.

 Let the parallelogram pv be perpendicular to the axis [of the
 circle] io [np] [Fig. II]. Draw Bp and
 Br and erect upon them two planes per
 pendicular to the plane in which the
 semicircle onp lies and extend these
 planes on both sides. The result is a
 prism whose base is a triangle similar
 to Bfirj and whose altitude is equal to
 the axis of the cylinder, and this prism
 is % of the entire prism which contains
 the cylinder. In the semicircle onp and
 in the square pv draw two straight lines Fig. ll.
 K and TV at equal distances from ni;
 these will cut the circumference of the semicircle onp at the points
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 K and T, the diameter op at a and f and the straight lines $rj and Op
 at <f> and x- Upon *A and TV construct two planes perpendicular
 to op and extend them towards both sides of the plane in which lies
 the circle o?rp; they will intersect the half-cylinder whose base is
 the semicircle o7rp and whose altitude is that of the cylinder, in a
 parallelogram one side of which =K<T and the other = the axis of
 the cylinder; and they will intersect the prism %A likewise in a
 parallelogram one side of which is equal to Ax and the other equal
 to the axis, and in the same way the half-cylinder in a parallelogram
 one side of which = rf and the other = the axis of the cylinder, and
 the prism in a parallelogram one side of which =v<j> and the other
 = the axis of the cylinder.

 XIII.

 Fig. i2.

 Let the square a yS [Fig. 12] be the base of a perpendicular
 prism with square bases and let a cylinder be inscribed in the prism

 whose base is the circle cfr/0 which
 touches the sides of the parallelogram
 a yS at ?, f, 77 and 0. Pass a plane
 through its center and the side in the
 square opposite the square a yS corre
 sponding to the side yo; this will cut
 off from the whole prism a second prism
 which is % the size of the whole prism
 and which will be bounded by three
 parallelograms and two opposite tri
 angles. In the semicircle efr; describe
 a parabola whose origin is r/c and whose

 axis is fK, and in the parallelogram fy draw pj/ ! I *f ; this will cut
 the circumference of the semicircle at , the parabola at A, and
 fjLvXv\ = v 2 (for this is evident [Apollonios, Con. I, 11]). Therefore
 fiv : vA = Ky2 : Ao-2. Upon fxv construct a plane parallel to cr/ ; this will
 intersect the prism cut off from the whole prism in a right-angled
 triangle one side of which is pv and the other a straight line in the
 plane upon y8 perpendicular to y8 at v and equal to the axis of the
 cylinder, but whose hypotenuse is in the intersecting plane. It will
 intersect the portion which is cut off from the cylinder by the plane
 passed through cr/ and the side of the square opposite the side y8
 in a right-angled triangle one side of which is p| and the other
 a straight line drawn in the surface of the cylinder perpendicular
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 to the plane KV, and the hypotenuse.
 and all the triangles in the prism : all the triangles in the cylinder
 section = all the straight lines in the parallelogram Sr : all the straight
 lines between the parabola and the straight line er). And the prism
 consists of the triangles in the prism, the cylinder-section of those
 in the cylinder-section, the parallelogram Sr) of the straight lines
 in the parallelogram Sr) 11 *f and the segment of the parabola of the
 straight lines cut off by the parabola and the straight line er) ; hence
 prism : cylinder-section = parallelogram 778 : segment efy that is
 bounded by the parabola and the straight line er). But the parallelo
 gram Sr) = % the segment bounded by the parabola and the straight
 line er) as indeed has been shown in the previously published work,
 hence also the prism is equal to one and one half times the cylinder
 section. Therefore when the cylinder-section - 2, the prism = 3 and
 the whole prism containing the cylinder equals 12, because it is four
 times the size of the other prism ; hence the cylinder-section is equal
 to yQ of the prism, Q. E. D.

 xiv.

 [Inscribe a cylinder in] a perpendicular prism with square
 bases [and let it be cut by a plane passed through the center of the
 base of the cylinder and one side of the opposite square.] Then this
 plane will cut off a prism from the whole prism and a portion of
 the cylinder from the cylinder. It may be proved that the portion
 cut off from the cylinder by the plane is one-sixth of the whole
 prism. But first we will prove that it is possible to inscribe a solid
 figure in the cylinder-section and to circumscribe another composed
 of prisms of equal altitude and with similar triangles as bases, so
 that the circumscribed figure exceeds the inscribed less than any
 given magnitude.

 But it has been shown that the prism cut off by the inclined plane
 <% the body inscribed in the cylinder-section. Now the prism
 cut off by the inclined plane : the body inscribed in the cylinder
 section = parallelogram Sr) : the parallelograms which are inscribed
 in the segment bounded by the parabola and the straight line er).
 Hence the parallelogram Sr <% the parallelograms in the segment
 bounded by the parabola and the straight line er). But this is im
 possible because we have shown elsewhere that the parallelogram
 Srj is one and one half times the segment bounded by the parabola
 and the straight line er), consequently is.
 not greater .
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 And all prisms in the prism cut off by the inclined plane: all
 prisms in the figure described around the cylinder-section = all
 parallelograms in the parallelogram b\j : all parallelograms in the
 figure which is described around the segment bounded by the
 parabola and the straight line cr/, i. e., the prism cut off by the in
 clined plane : the figure described around the cylinder-section =
 parallelogram Srj : the figure bounded by the parabola and the
 straight line cr/. But the prism cut off by the inclined plane is
 greater than one and one half times the solid figure circumscribed
 around the cylinder-section.
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